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The main idea with this mount is that it can and has to be mounted into the construction
first time without the load cell in it.
The reason for this is that the  first time alignment  only will be correct if the mount is
bolted together so the top and bottom plate is in the right position, so please follow the
next steps here under.

4: Now you can install the mount into the con-
struction, make sure it is in level in all directions,
and bolt it to your upper construction and down
into the floor.

5: When that is done, it is time place the RLC load
cell into the mount, first you must place the
hardened tap into the load cell + the rocker Pin
and Upper bearing, give it some of the special
grease which follows at top and bottom of where
rocker pin has to move

3: When that is OK and the top plate is in correct
A position, then tightened the 2 thin nuts at the
bottom fairly hard

2: When that is OK, then you move the 2 Hex.
Sock Counter Screws down at the bottom of the
sunk, don’t tighten them to hard, keep still A / nuts
in OK position !

First you must move the 2 nuts here up until the A
measure for mounts is:
899043-00 250kg, 500kg, 1t & 2t =  80mm
890045-00  2t, 3,5t & 5t   =105mm
Do this by hand don’t tighten to hard !

Tap

Rocker Pin

Upper bearing

6: Unscrew now the small Umbrako
7: Slide the load cell in and make 100% sure the
top of the upper bearing slide correct into the
recess under the top plate, while you move the 2
nuts down again ! Just complete down with them.

7: recess under here

2 - 5ton mount shown on this side !
250kg - 2 ton in principle the same just measure-
ments are different

Recess for upper bearing

8: Now there will be app. 3 mm space between
the top plate and the 2  Hex. Sock Counter
Screws

Mount the Umbrako  again       FINISH

Check Correct A !
Must now be:
250kg - 2t =75mm
2t - 5t = 100mm


